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Campaign prior parliamentary early elections  (8)
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An activist of European Solidarity Ukrainian Party by Ukrainian former President gives out newspapers and the leaflets in Kiev on July 12, 2019, during campaign prior parliamentary early elections on July 21. (Photo by Sergei SUPINSKY / AFP)
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People walk past a billboard depicting the logo of Ukrainian President Volodymyr Zelensky and with slogan reading "Ze deputy is servant of the people" set at Independence Square in Kiev on July 12, 2019, during campaign prior parliamentary early elections on July 21. (Photo by Sergei SUPINSKY / AFP)
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People walk past a billboard depicting picture of Svyatoslav Vakarchuk, the leader of prominent rock-band "Okean Elzy" and the leader of  party Ukrainian political party 'Golos' (Voice) with slogan "Change the Parliament, Change the Country" set at Independence Square in Kiev on July 12, 2019, during campaign prior parliamentary early elections on July 21. (Photo by Sergei SUPINSKY / AFP)
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People walk past a billboard depicting picture of Svyatoslav Vakarchuk, the leader of prominent rock-band "Okean Elzy" and the leader of  party Ukrainian political party 'Golos' (Voice) with the slogan "Your voice changes everything" in the center of Kiev on July 12, 2019, during campaign prior parliamentary early elections on July 21. (Photo by Sergei SUPINSKY / AFP)
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An activist of Groysman's Ukrainian Strategy gives out newspapers and the leaflets by a billboard depicting the Prime Minister Volodymyr Groysman in Kiev on July 12, 2019, during campaign prior parliamentary early elections on July 21. (Photo by Sergei SUPINSKY / AFP)
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People ride their bike past a billboard depicting picture of Svyatoslav Vakarchuk, the leader of prominent rock-band "Okean Elzy" and the leader of  party Ukrainian political party 'Golos' (Voice) signed with slogan "Your voice changes everything" in the center of Kiev on July 12, 2019, during campaign prior parliamentary early elections on July 21. (Photo by Sergei SUPINSKY / AFP)
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An activist of European Solidarity Ukrainian Party founded by Ukrainian former President talks with passerby as she gives out newspapers and the leaflets in Kiev on July 12, 2019, during campaign prior parliamentary early elections on July 21. (Photo by Sergei SUPINSKY / AFP)
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An activist of Ukrainian President Volodymyr Zelensky party "Servant of the people" gives out newspapers in Kiev on July 12, 2019, during campaign prior parliamentary early elections on July 21. (Photo by Sergei SUPINSKY / AFP)
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